UNDERGRADUATE COUNCIL MEETING
May 7, 2007
Rowe Conference Room

Present:
Andrew Bonamici, Herb Chereck, Hilary Gerdes, Dan Keller, Dean Livelybrooks, Steven Pologe, Kathy Roberts, Ron Severson, Karen Sprague, Kate Wagle, Malcolm Wilson, Paul Engelking, and Lyllye Parker

Absent:
Dave Hubin, Anne Laskaya, Dan Patton, Martha Pitts, Ashley Rees, Bill Ryan, Arkady Vaintrob, Pat Bartlein, and Ken Calhoon

Guests:
Heiner Linke from the CAS Curriculum Committee substituted for Pat Bartlein

Minutes:
No minutes were available for review.

Agenda
The only item of business for the Undergraduate Council was review of the remaining Round 1 syllabi and commencement of review for Round 2 syllabi.

The Council screened the tallied syllabi with three ratings:

“OK” means the course meets the current criteria for the category in which it is listed;

“R” means “Rereview”; the course appears not to meet the current criteria for the category in which it is designated as satisfying the Multicultural requirement; Council will rereview after both teams have looked at syllabus.

“II” means there is Insufficient Information for making a judgment on the course.

The results of the tabulation were as follows:

ROUND 1 REVIEWS:
OK: ES102; SOC345; SOC 445/545; SPAN328; ARH208; CHC 434H;
I I: JPN425; MUS 454/554; AAD250; ANTH314; and HC424H

R: SOC303; AAD251; ANTH 443/543; ARH381; COLT360

ROUND 2 REVIEWS:

OK: SOC305; ANTH328; GEOG214; GER221; GER257; HIST380; HIST482; INTL345; ITAL150; MUS358; RUSS204; SCAN315; SPAN150; ENG250; ENG348; HIST308; J320; LING160; WGS101; and WGS315

I I: PHIL110

R: HC444H; GEOG341; CHN454; HC434H; INTL250; LING295; ANTH362; COLT301; HIST350; and INTL433

MULTIPLE RATINGS: (I I/R); (I I/R); and RUSS209 (I I/R)

Review of both Round 1 and Round 2 syllabi was completed. The Chair distributed Round 3 packets of syllabi to the members.

The meeting was adjourned.

The next UGC meeting is scheduled for Monday, May 21, 2007, 12:00pm at Rowe Conference Room, Knight Library.